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ABSTRACT

Previously, I asked forgiveness from Allah SWT. Here I am trying to open the veil that covers the 
calamities that befell humans caused by their own actions with the permission of Allah from the 
point of view of the molecular structure of nucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). 

In the Qur'an there are several verses that I consider the key to unlocking the secret of the calamities
that befall humans caused by their own actions with Allah's permission, namely the following 
verses: 

"And whatever calamity befalls you, it is caused by the deeds of your own hands, and Allah 
forgives most (of your faults). (Ash Shuura: 42: 30) 

“No calamity befalls a person except by Allah's permission; And whoever believes in Allah, He 
will guide his heart. And Allah is Knower of all things. (At Taghaabun: 64:11) 

Where in an effort to open the veil that covers the calamities that befell humans caused by their own
actions with Allah's permission, I use a tool called deoxyribonucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid 
or the molecular structure of nucleic acids. 

HYPOTHESIS 

Here I propose the hypothesis that any disaster that befalls humans is caused by their own actions, 
but with the permission of Allah according to the basis of Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA) 

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that forms a double helix and 
which contains polynucleotide macromolecules that are arranged repeatedly from nucleotide 
polymers. This nucleotide is composed of folate, a 5 carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. 
The nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine (A), Cytocine (C) and Thymine (T). Guanine (G) 
is composed of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. 

Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytocine (C) contains 4 
carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) contains 5 
carbon atoms, 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 1 
phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. The 5 carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms, 2
oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms. 

BIG OR SMALL CALAMITIES THAT BEFALL HUMANS CAUSED BY HIS OWN 
ACTIONS 

If we reveal the secret behind the verse: "...whatever calamity befalls you, it is caused by the actions of 
your own hands... (Asy Syuura: 42: 30) 

Well, it turns out that big or small calamities that befall humans are all caused by their own actions. 



So, here there is no reason to blame others. Is the calamity due to human ignorance itself, or 
because of an error in calculation, or because it was deliberately done without a strong calculation. 

ANY CALAMITY THAT BEFALL HUMANS IS WITH ALLAH'S PERMISSION 

Well, it seems that whatever calamities befall humans, they all have permission from Allah. 

Now the question 

How can it happen that all disasters, big or small that befall humans, have permission from Allah? 

The answer is 

"...whoever believes in Allah, surely He will guide his heart... (At Taghaabun: 64:11) 

Well, it turns out that whatever calamities befall humans, they are all a test so that with that 
calamity, humans who believe in Allah will receive guidance. Like the current pandemic disaster, 
anyone who gets this pandemic disaster, it all has Allah's permission, with the aim that humans who 
believe in Allah will receive guidance. 

THE PURPOSE OF HUMAN CALAMITY HAS BEEN SO THAT HUMANS GET  
GUIDANCE

Well, it was revealed that the secret behind the calamity that befell humans was so that those 
humans who believed in Allah would receive guidance. "No calamity befalls a person except by 
Allah's permission...(At Taghaabun: 64:11) and "...He will guide his heart...(At Taghaabun: 64:11) 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the description above, we can conclude that the secret behind the verse: "...whatever 
calamity befalls you, it is caused by the actions of your own hands... (Asy Syuura: 42: 30) 

Well, it turns out that big or small calamities that befall humans are all caused by their own actions. 
So, here there is no reason to blame others. Is the calamity due to human ignorance itself, or 
because of an error in calculation, or because it was deliberately done without a strong calculation. 

Well, it seems that whatever calamities befall humans, they all have permission from Allah. 

Now the question 

How can it happen that all disasters, big or small that befall humans, have permission from Allah? 

The answer is 

"...whoever believes in Allah, surely He will guide his heart... (At Taghaabun: 64:11) 

Well, it turns out that whatever calamities befall humans, they are all a test so that with that 
calamity, humans who believe in Allah will receive guidance. Like the current pandemic disaster, 
anyone who gets this pandemic disaster, it all has Allah's permission, with the aim that humans who 
believe in Allah will receive guidance. 

Well, it was revealed that the secret behind the calamity that befell humans was so that those 



humans who believed in Allah would receive guidance. "No calamity befalls a person except by 
Allah's permission...(At Taghaabun: 64:11) and "...He will guide his heart...(At Taghaabun: 64:11) 
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